
BAD WRITING AWARDS

The Philosophy and Literature Bad Writing Contest ran from to For an essay giving background on the contest, click
here. We are pleased to.

While you wait for the Pulitzer committee to recognize your literary genius, you can pursue some of these less
sought-after accolades to bolster your resume. Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3. What can
we add to that? Obscurity, after all, can be a notable achievement. It's from The Continental Philosophy
Reader, edited by Richard Kearney and Mara Rainwater Routledge, , part of an editors' introduction intended
to help students understand a chapter. Speaking of shell games, see if you can figure out the subject of that
sentence. In a London Ministry of Defence civil servant, David Chuter, suffered the infamy of winning top
prize with a paragraph influenced by Catherine Cookson's novels. Total presence breaks on the univocal
predication of the exterior absolute the absolute existent of that of which it is not possible to univocally
predicate an outside, while the equivocal predication of the outside of the absolute exterior is possible of that
of which the reality so predicated is not the reality, viz. For an essay giving background on the contest, click
here. And precisely what are "racially heteroglossic wilds and others"? Royal College in Canada. Neither has
any faculty member. You can't just look at rhyme scheme or brush technique. Of what he calls "post-modern
ethnography," Professor Tyler says: It thus relativizes discourse not just to form--that familiar perversion of
the modernist; nor to authorial intention--that conceit of the romantics; nor to a foundational world beyond
discourse--that desperate grasping for a separate reality of the mystic and scientist alike; nor even to history
and ideology--those refuges of the hermeneuticist; nor even less to language--that hypostasized abstraction of
the linguist; nor, ultimately, even to discourse--that Nietzschean playground of world-lost signifiers of the
structuralist and grammatologist, but to all or none of these, for it is anarchic, though not for the sake of
anarchy but because it refuses to become a fetishized object among objects--to be dismantled, compared,
classified, and neutered in that parody of scientific scrutiny known as criticism. Young academics who'd like a
career had best go along. A bemused Dr. This is the real exteriority of the absolute outside: the reality of the
absolutely unconditioned absolute outside univocally predicated of the dark: the light univocally predicated of
the darkness: the shining of the light univocally predicated of the limit of the darkness: actuality univocally
predicated of the other of self-identity: existence univocally predicated of the absolutely unconditioned other
of the self. In part, it's snobbery. Some of it is mental laziness. We quite understand: these days the worst
writers in universities are English professors who ignore "the canon" in order to apply tepid, vaguely Marxist
gobbledygook to popular culture. That these passages constitute bad writing is merely our opinion; it is
arguable that anyone wanting to pursue an academic career should assiduously imitate such styles as are
represented here. If reading Fredric Jameson is like swimming through cold porridge, there are writers who
strive for incoherence of a more bombastic kind. The fame and influence of writers such as Hegel, Heidegger,
or Derrida rests in part on their mysterious impenetrability. If you were to win one of these, you would be in
very good company; Judith Butler, post-structuralist theorist and one of the founders of queer theory, was the
last person to win the title in for a 94 word long sentence in which she laments the: Wow! Feel free to forward
the above text to email lists or to post it, without alteration, on other web sites. In a field where unintended
self-parody is so widespread, deliberate send-ups are hardly necessary. This annual competition idolizes
Edward George Bulwer-Lytton d. Bhabha, a leading voice in the fashionable academic field of postcolonial
studies, produced the second-prize winner. She found a grand sentence in an essay by Stephen T. Marcus
University of California Press,  Chave, writing in Art Bulletin December : To this end, I must underline the
phallicism endemic to the dialectics of penetration routinely deployed in descriptions of pictorial space and the
operations of spectatorship. The next round of the Bad Writing Contest, results to be announced in , is now
open with a deadline of December 31, 


